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Close % Change
Year-to-Date 

(YTD)

Daily Volume 

(shares)

Daily Turnover 

(JOD)

AMMAN SE GENERAL INDEX 1,813.90 0.22% -4.97% 3,393,215 4,160,711

% Change % Change

CONTEMPORARY FOR HOUSING PRO 4.41 AL-AMIN FOR INVESTMENT (3.30)

CONSULTING & INVESTMENT GROU 4.40 AL ENTKAEYA FOR INVESTMENT (3.85)

SALAM INTL TRANSPORT & TRAD 3.92 JORDAN DECAPOLIS PROPERTIES (4.17)

NATL PORTFOLIO SECURITIES 3.70 AFAQ HOLDING FOR INVESTMENT (4.21)

JORDAN NATL SHIPPING LINES 3.66 NOOR CAPITAL MARKETS FOR DIV (4.52)

SPECIALIZED INVESTMENT COMPO 398,380             SPECIALIZED INVESTMENT COMPO 762,561               

ARAB EAST INVESTMENT 251,000             METHAQ REAL ESTATE INVESTMEN 414,946               

JORDANIAN ELECTRIC POWER 163,028             ARAB INVESTORS UNION CO. 261,078               

METHAQ REAL ESTATE INVESTMEN 159,831             CONSULTING & INVESTMENT GROU 239,552               

CONSULTING & INVESTMENT GROU 129,312             ARAB ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES 208,679               

* Source: Bloomberg

Worst Performing CompaniesBest Performing Companies

Top Traded Companies by Value (JOD)Top Traded Companies by Volume (Shares) 
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Macroeconomic & Corporate News

* Source: Bloomberg, Jordan Times, Zawya

Disclaimer

The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not offered

as tax, legal, or investment advice, or an offer to buy or sell securities or otherwise. The information provided in this publication may

be displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit, distribute, disseminate,

sell, publish, broadcast, or circulate the information in any form or media to anyone, without the expressed written consent of Awraq

Investments.

Awraq Investments is not liable for any loss resulting from any action taken or reliance made by any person on any information or

material posted by it. You should make your own inquiries and seek independent advice from relevant industry professionals before

acting or relying on any information or material made available to you in this publication. You rely on this information at your own

risk.

Awraq Investments, its subsidiaries, parent, and/or any connected parties, may act or trade and/or enter into any transaction that

maybe inconsistent or disregard any information contained herein.

Saudi oil giant Aramco heads for record-setting market debut
Saudi Arabia announced on Sunday the stock market debut of energy giant Aramco in what could be the world’s biggest IPO,

underpinning Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman’s ambitions to overhaul the kingdom’s oil-reliant economy. After years of

delay, Aramco said it plans to sell an unspecified number of shares on the Riyadh stock exchange, calling it a “historic” milestone

for the world’s most profitable company which pumps 10 per cent of the world’s oil. However, the state firm said there were no

current plans for an international listing, indicating that the long-discussed goal for a second offering on a foreign bourse had

been put aside. The launch, which has been approved by regulators, forms the linchpin of Prince Mohammed’s ambitious plans to

transform Saudi Arabia, with tens of billions of dollars needed to fund megaprojects and new industries.

Region’s unemployment woes come under microscope at IMF meeting
As 30 per cent of 18- to 24-year-olds are jobless in the Middle East and North Africa, marking the highest unemployment rate in

the world, experts have underlined the role of the private sector and fostering entrepreneurship to address the challenge of

unemployment. The experts also said that improving access to financing and boosting effective women’s empowerment are

essential steps to addressing the issue of unemployment. Unemployment is a cause of concern for 89 per cent of young Arabs,

according to findings from the 2019 ASDA’A BCW Arab Youth Survey, unveiled at an event recently organised by the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) during the IMF and World Bank Annual Meetings in Washington, DC. Speaking at the event, Jihad Azour,

IMF director for the Middle East and Central Asia, said that 60 per cent of the region’s population is under 30 years old, and the

level of unemployment is above 30 per cent.

Jordan shines in global rankings across the board
High global rankings “have proven” the Kingdom's legislative success, in light of the government’s comprehensive reform

programme. Jordan advanced three positions in the 2019 Global Competitiveness Report, to be ranked 70th internationally in the

competition indicator that included 141 countries, the Jordan News Agency, Petra, reported. Jordan also maintained its ranking of

49th among 180 countries on Transparency International’s annual Corruption Perceptions Index for the year 2018, Petra added.

The Kingdom's ranking on the UN Sustainable Development Goals indicator for 2019 also went up 10 ranks to reach 81st among

162 countries, in comparison with 91st in 2018, while on the Arab level, Jordan advanced one point to occupy the 6th position

regionally behind Algeria, Tunisia, the UAE, Morocco and Bahrain.  

Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or

fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.


